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Movie Pictures Description: Pirates of the
Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl
(2003). Aroused by the threat of Davy Jones,
the crew turn their attention to saving their
ship from the sea. . Some pirates' best friends
are rats, and this movie gives a few real-life
pirates the chance to practice their
notoriously good table manners. Pirates Of
The Caribbean: At World's End (2007). In a
fight for control, Captain Jack and his crew
come up against the most dangerous pirate
villain yet: Captain Salazar. . We finally see
the truth behind Jack Sparrow's surprisingly
complex past in this entry. Pirates Of The
Caribbean: On Stranger Tides (2011). Rumors
about Jack Sparrow being a fake Captain Jack
Sparrow returns. . Someone finally starts
filling in the gaps about where Jack Sparrow
came from. Pirates Of The Caribbean Dead
Men Tell No Tales (2017). As those
determined to capture Salazar's crew head to
the pirate town of Port Royal, the crew finds
themselves in a battle for its' own survival. .
Salazar's crew takes a drastic and irreversible
turn. . When the skeleton crew of the Black
Pearl take a ship from the seemingly
unsuspecting world of Panama to the
Caribbean Sea, their quest to retrieve a
valuable artifact leads to a chain reaction of
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events. . That is one pivotal action sequence
from "Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger
Tides." Pirates Of The Caribbean: Curse of the
Black Pearl (2003). But the fight between Jack
Sparrow, the captain of the Black Pearl, and
Davy Jones, the captain of the Flying
Dutchman, is just the beginning. . It's a
showdown between Captain Jack Sparrow and
Captain Salazar, two of the film's most
memorable characters. . After a decade of
lawlessness, Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) finds
himself on the run, dragging his crew - and
the land itself - on board the Ghost (Sebastian
de Souza). . With only the compass in hand,
the crew sets off on a dangerous quest to a
mysterious island. . Upon his arrival on the
mysterious island, Jack encounters a
frightening and dangerous villain. . Captain
Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) realizes that his
crew is at a crossroad; everything he holds
dear could be lost if he doesn't find a way to
stop Captain Salazar (Javier
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